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Preventing disruption
in an aluminium rolling plant
When leading Indian Aluminium producer Hindalco had ongoing problems with an existing combined
reduction pinion stand gearbox, global gear engineering company David Brown stepped in to put a stop
to the continued disruption and get the plant back to full process availability. By Mark Hollingworth*
Typically used in the secondary processing
of aluminium, the traditional combined
reduction pinion stand is a gearbox, which
connects the input from the electric motor
driving the mill. It reduces the speed of the
input to rolling mill speed and increases
the torque before splitting it between the
two output shafts connected to the mill
rolls.
The plant, located in India, had a history
of problems with the combined reduction
pinion stand gearbox. Previously, two other
gearboxes had been used – both from
different suppliers – and each one had
suffered failures and problems with
reliability. Gearbox failure is unwelcome in
any industry, but in aluminium processing
the cost of downtime and process
disruption often exceeds the cost of
repairing or even replacing the gearbox.

David Brown’s engineers stepped in to
analyse the original gearbox as well as the
rolling mill to ascertain why the failure
rates were so high. It was found that the
original gearboxes had been designed
based on the nominal capacity of the two

800kW motors, however the actual power
generated by the motors during the rolling
process was far higher and was exceeding
the original design parameters of the
gearbox.
The customer recognised that a much
more substantial gearbox was required
and worked with David Brown to develop
a specification which would give suitable
working safety factors based on the actual
power required, rather than that originally
calculated. This called for a design based
on a service factor of six rather than the
original specification of three, thus
doubling the capacity of the original unit.
The new gearbox had to be installed
during a limited shut down period so it
was essential that the new unit was a drop
in replacement for the existing unit, fitting
to the same foundation positions and with
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the same shaft interfaces as the original
design. A further complication occurred
when the customer decided that they
would like to switch to an independent
drives concept, with two motors controlled
separately. This entailed designing a new
layout within the gearcase, removing the
original gearing connecting the two
output shafts and effectively fitting two
independent gearboxes within one
gearcase.
David Brown was able to design a
replacement that met all of the above
criteria, not only fitting into the space
envelope, but also giving twice the
capacity of the original unit. The
replacement gearbox also enabled
independent drives, allowing greater
control of the rolling process.
The development in gear technology has
made improvements in the capacity of
large gearboxes possible without
compromising safety and reliability. The
main advances relate to the following
areas:
1. Gear materials and heat treatment:
Improvements in the quality of available
steel combined with carburising and
hardening of the gears allows a significant
increase in the wear and bending strength
of the gear teeth. This allows increased
load
carrying
capacity
without
compromising gear life.
2. Design Modelling: Modern CAD
technology allows Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) of the gear teeth and supporting
structure of the case and bearings under
load. This enables the designer to ‘correct’
the form of the gear teeth to ensure
optimum tooth contact, whilst taking into
account the deflections of the gears and
casing under load. These corrections
(which are only ever a few microns) ensure
that when the gears are in contact at high
load, the stress distributions are optimised
and the risk of fatigue failure reduced.
Additionally, the optimisation process
reduces gear noise under load.
3. Accurate
gear
manufacturing:
Modern machine tool technology enables
the economical production of gears to
extremely high accuracies. Now, gears are
manufactured to standards, which allow
for an error of only a few microns between
adjacent teeth. This accuracy allows for
very smooth transfer of the load from one
tooth to the next with minimum
transmission error – this enhances the
fatigue life of the gear teeth. The reduction
in transmission error also reduces the level
of noise and vibration under load, which
leads to a much smoother running
gearbox.
Of course the manufacturing facility also
needs the ability to measure to the level of
accuracy required in order to verify the
tooth accuracy and that the design intent
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of the gear corrections has been correctly
reproduced on the gear teeth. David
Brown’s manufacturing facilities are
equipped with modern grinding machines
which allow for measurement of the gear
on the grinding machine during the
manufacturing process, but also have the
facility to independently check this
accuracy
on
dedicated
computer
controlled gear measuring machines.
4. Flexibility of design approach
combined with gear engineering expertise:
Modern technology is worthless without
experienced designers, machine operators
and assembly fitters. In the case of
Hindalco’s gearbox, David Brown’s Lead
Engineer used his years of design
experience to arrive at a solution that met
the
customer’s
needs
without
compromise.
Mark Hollingworth, director of mining
and industrial applications explains: “When
the customer approached David Brown to
replace their gearbox, hundreds of hours
of valuable production time had already

been lost due to an incorrectly specified
unit. We see many similar cases each year
in rolling mill applications, where
increasing demands on production lead to
a requirement for significant capacity
increases, even from existing plants.
Developments in gearbox technology
mean that the gearbox does not need to
be the limiting factor when upgrading the
rolling process. A flexible design approach
coupled with these improvements often
mean it is possible to provide this
upgraded capacity in a ‘drop in solution’
which allows the user to carry out the
upgrade during a limited shutdown
period.
“This particular gearbox has now been
operational for more than five years
without problems and has enabled the
customer to continuously achieve high
throughputs without risk of unplanned
down time.” ᔢ
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